
Showcase at Logimat Stuttgart for endless 

economic opportunities

The Logimat Stuttgart, the international exhibition for

intralogistics solutions and process management, sets

new standards as Europe's largest annual intralogistics

exhibition. From April 25th to 27th, Logimat 2023

Germany, the world-famous exhibition for the conveyor,

distribution and information flow industry, will take

place at Messe Stuttgart. As a leading international

exhibition, it offers a comprehensive market overview

and competent knowledge transfer.

https://www.expostandservice.com/logimat-stuttgart/


Things you should know about Logimat Germany

The exhibition features material handling & warehousing

technologies, packaging & labelling solutions, warehousing

equipment, outsourcing services, shipping software and

more. Exhibition in constant development, each edition

attracts more and more participants. The leading

exhibition for business material flows and computer-

controlled processes take place in the heart of Europe to

offer comprehensive market insights, in-depth knowledge

transfer and numerous networking opportunities for local

and international participants.

The numbers speak for themselves, and the exhibition is

expected to attract many exhibitors and trade visitors,

many of whom are from overseas. Showcasing at LogiMAT

Stuttgart 2023 will benefit such as reaching a large

international business segment and taking advantage of

the diverse opportunities.



What makes the Logimat Stuttgart special?

The upcoming edition is an action-packed 3-day

program with technology innovations, industry

trends and hands-on insights. LogiMAT Germany

will offer many opportunities to exchange know-

how conclude contracts and start new businesses

on the market. The International Exhibition for

Intralogistics and Process Management Solutions

2023 presents products and services in several

main segments, including materials handling and

storage technology, labelling and identification

systems and data transmission.

But you also have the opportunity to get in touch

with potential top-class investors and exhibition

visitors. The highlight of LogiMat Stuttgart

Germany is the awards for the best products,

which make a decisive contribution to increasing

productivity and cost savings the whole world will

welcome.



All exhibition visitors will have the opportunity to

negotiate, talk, buy and seek solutions on many

key issues from the following main industries:

• Technology for transportation and storage of

materials

•Marking and identification

• Storage and equipment

• Simulation software

• File system software

• Shipping and Transportation Software

•Warehouse and production control/robotics

• Warehouse management, inventory and

archiving software

• Packing, weighing, measuring, and postage

• Energy, environmental technologies, recycling,

disposal

• Authorities, organizations, education, media

• Information and communication technologies.



Why should you participate in Logimat 2023

Germany?

The Logimat 2023 Germany includes live

performances, interactive pavilions and supporting

programs for startups and young professionals. It

offers action-packed programs and sessions to over

60,000 trade visitors visiting Messe Stuttgart in

Germany. The exhibition also offers a comprehensive

supporting program consisting of leading industry

forums such as the emerging silicon economy,

logistics real estate, agile selection and

implementation of a WMS, etc.

The program of the exhibition accompanies the

innovation forums and other thematic conferences

and presentations. This variety of online platforms

and products creates an open and friendly

environment through which participants can

successfully start the new trading season.



Highlights of the LogiMAT Stuttgart 2023!

The highlight of LogiMAT Stuttgart 2023 will be the

Best Product Awards ceremony, recognizing

exhibitors who have made a significant contribution

to the industry in three categories:

 Software, Communications, Information

Technology

 Commissioning, transport, lifting, storage

technology

 Identification, packaging and loading technology,

load securing.

So if you are looking for a clever stand design and

construction company in Stuttgart to help you create

the perfect stand for LogiMAT Stuttgart 2023,

contact us now and close the deal at the best price!

Wondering why us?



It would help if you opted for us for exhibition stands

in LogiMat Stuttgart because we offer various

facilities that accompany the exhibition and reduce

your anxiety. We (Expo Stand Services) are exhibition

stand builders and offer transport, assembly and

dismantling of the exhibition stand project in Stuttgart.

In addition, a complete support team is on-site to assist

you. We also offer many exhibition stand designs. Our

custom modular double-storey country pavilions and

other display stand designs satisfy your creative

parasites. To exhibit in Stuttgart, you need a Stuttgart

exhibition construction company that accepts the

challenge of designing your exhibition stand.

At ESS, we create beautiful exhibition stands for our

clients, keeping in mind the company vision and brand

presentation in the market. To manufacture large

shelves, ESS supports you. We give our designers free

rein to think outside the box and create a unique stand

for our customers in Stuttgart. We are a company that

deals with complete exhibition construction in

Stuttgart. Our sole mission is to help exhibitors

authentically convey their brand story to the public.



To Summarize:

We are one of the leading stand manufacturers in

Stuttgart and offer brand owners in Europe and

beyond numerous stand design options. We know

how to make a great show. We develop effective and

efficient exhibition stand designs for exhibitors to

make a lasting impression on visitors. From the

design and construction of the exhibition stand to

the execution, storage of the exhibition material,

printing the stand graphics, assembly and

dismantling. We will provide you with the best

exhibition stand in LogiMat Stuttgart if you choose

us.


